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University Senates
and the Law:
A Case Study
by Alan W. Clarke and Laurie Anne Whitt

U

niversity senates across the
country have, over the past
few years, increasingly been
called upon to develop and debate
policies governing scientific misconduct.1 Yet these bodies are often
at a decided disadvantage in crafting policies to safeguard the interests of their constituencies.
Most university administrations and governing bodies are represented by capable counsel. University senates, on the other hand,
unless the faculty is unionized, typically find the only legal counsel
available to them is one provided
by their employers.
The senates are thus thrust
into this dilemma in formulating
policies with major legal implications: Either they proceed without
the benefit of any legal advice, or
they rely on legal advice proffered
by university attorneys who do not
necessarily represent the interests
of their constituencies.
The university attorneys’ are,
moreover, the very attorneys who

will defend the university in any
proceedings that faculty or staff
might initiate against the university on a disputed policy.
Whichever horn of the dilemma
the senates choose, the interests of
faculty and staff run the risk of
becoming seriously compromised.
Two phenomena make this risk
more likely. The first is the frequently deceptive rhetoric of
“shared governance” that many
university administrations propound. We will not addresss this
issue, beyond noting that it can—
though it need not—be a most
effective compromising device.
The second is the myth of the
legal perspective, the widespread
tendency to regard the law as clear
and predictable, neutral and facilitative. In the grip of this myth, senators assume that counsel for the
university will provide “objective”
legal advice, independent of any
biased perspective.
Such an assumption could not
rest on shakier ground. This
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Legal questions are especially
murky on allegations of scientific
misconduct.

assumption naively neglects the
thoroughly adversarial nature of
the legal system. It also overlooks a
basic reality: The law remains profoundly indeterminate. Legal
issues are rarely clear, unequivocal,
and uncontended. What lawyers
and judges do is interpret the law.
Legal questions are especially
murky, notes a report from the
National Academy of Sciences, on
allegations of scientific misconduct:
“The procedural issues are extraordinarily complex, and there is little
case law in the public record to
guide and inform analysis of these
issues.”2

W

hen university senates set
out to formulate scientific
misconduct policies and
procedures, these bodies must
weigh carefully the interests of
those who elected them to represent and safeguard their interests.
Such policies and procedures have
important legal implications and
impact the members of their constituencies in serious and lasting
ways. The interests of university
faculty and staff are ill-served
when the only legal argument
available for consideration by senators are from an attorney who represents their employer.
Moreover, different classes of
employees may have different
interests. The interests of tenured
faculty, for instance, are not always

congruent with those of untenured
and adjunct faculty, while staff may
present other dissimilar interests.
Interests, of course, may also
align–and employees will align
with each other more often than
with management. To place everyone in one category and assert that
there can be one neutral, disinterested, “correct” legal perspective
strikes us as either naive or manipulative. Having a labor-oriented
perspective that challenges this
neutrality myth is a necessity, not a
luxury.
The impetus for our study originated in an actual academic debate
over scientific misconduct policy in
the Michigan Technological University Senate.
Like many research-oriented
institutions, MTU has had to consider issues of priority, plagiarism,
misuse of government and corporate funding, theft of ideas, data
dredging, and the like.3 The MTU
senate began revising the university’s scientific misconduct policy and
procedures in 1994. The effort
spanned approximately four years.
The crucial background facts: In
1995 the MTU senate passed, and
the provost and president approved,
a Scientific Misconduct Policy and
Procedures document that contained explicit reference to “due
process.” But the plan was rejected
by the university counsel, who
opposed inclusion of due process
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The scientific misconduct plan was
rejected by the university counsel, who
opposed due process language.

language.4 The provost then sent a
revised version of the document
that eliminated the due process
language to the senate for reconsideration.
The university counsel was
invited to address the Senate just
before the vote was taken, presumably to provide senators untrained
in law with the neutral legal “facts”
they needed to make an informed
decision.
But since, as university counsel, this attorney was retained to
represent employer interests, she
presumably was there to do just
that. She characterized herself as a
lawyer who traditionally represents public sector employers and
presented her perspective on the
document under consideration. Her
argument, as accurately condensed
as we can make it, essentially, was
this:6

D

ue process is an exceedingly
vague term that even “the
Supreme Court can’t figure
out,” she told the senate. Because
due process is so vague, it should be
removed from the document since
inclusion might be construed as
granting a property right to students, untenured faculty, and other
researchers who otherwise would
not have such a right.
The due process language found
in the scientific misconduct policy,
the university counsel argued,

could open the floodgates in other
areas.
This reasoning led the provost
and several senators to infer that
the words “due process” in any university-wide document could even
lead to lawsuits over bad grades!
Would eliminating due process
from the document limit faculty
protections? There was no need to
worry, she assured the senate.
Since, she continued, faculty with
tenure have due process rights
whether such rights appear in a
scientific misconduct policy or not,
reference to due process doesn’t
add any protection over and above
that already provided by the specific misconduct procedures. And due
process language isn’t necessary
anyway because the consequences
of a finding of scientific misconduct
are so severe “everyone will be
careful here.”7
Since the Senate was without
resources to challenge university
counsel effectively, or even to raise
the pertinent questions, the result
was a stunningly one-sided legal
debate. Worse, it allowed the subject to be treated as if there were no
alternative way to approach the
problem. That left the university
attorney able to frame the debate
so completely that the senate voted
that evening, by a slim margin, to
strike the document’s due process
language, depriving research faculty and staff of important protec-
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There is debate even among lawyers
who represent employers about how
much due process to give employees.

tions in scientific misconduct proceedings.8
By revisiting in this article the
arguments for the elimination of
due process language, we hope to
be of some help to other university
senates in the process of formulating or revising their scientific misconduct policies.
The first thing to be learned
from our experience at Michigan
Technological University: Because
university counsel typically fail to
provide analysis from the employee’s point of view, their accounts of
due process are uneven and flawed.

T

here is legitimate debate
even among lawyers who represent employers about how
much process should be given
employees. MTU’s lawyers, for
example, have written a chapter in
the ICLE publication entitled “Hiring and Firing Employees” which
strongly advocated that employers
take all possible steps to preserve
the at-will relationship. 9 They
argue that an employer must avoid
“just cause” language and must
maintain the flexibility to fire
employees at will without cause.
Maintaining the at-will relationship perforce involves limiting to
the greatest extent possible notions
of cause or due process. Thus, the
terms “at will”, “just cause” and
“due process” are conceptually
linked. Vercruysse and Dickson’s

presumption against any process
which might give an employee
access to a judicial forum is evident. So although the fit between
“at will employment” and due
process is imperfect, the tenor of
university counsel’s position is evident.10 While university attorneys
cannot, practically, speaking,
return tenured faculty to at-will
status (at least not without abolishing tenure as it is presently known)
they can and do advocate policies
that limit the protection that
tenure gives to faculty.
Other employers’ attorneys
take issue with this hard-line
approach. One cautions that: “The
employer must weigh the benefits
of this reservation [of the at-will
doctrine] against the costs of establishing such a policy in terms of
employee morale.”10
In short, some employer attorneys acknowledge that having an
employment contract that provides
for just cause dismissals may be in
the employer’s own self-interest. If
lawyers who represent employers
disagree on such basic issues as
providing due process safeguards to
employees, how likely is it that they
would agree with lawyers who represent employees?
Where university counsel’s
arguments are unrebutted, as they
were in the debate at MTU, these
arguments carry far more weight
than they are otherwise entitled to.
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Unless provision is made for due
process review in the policy itself,
the courts won’t provide any.

Despite the many invidious jokes
about lawyers that are commonplace today, their prestige in society, combined with the esoteric
nature of their subject, guarantees
that they will face little effective
opposition from an unrepresented
university senate.

M

any lay persons, including
university researchers, are
unaware of the degree to
which reasonable lawyers disagree.
Non-lawyers, even with Ph.Ds, are
likely to be unduly swayed when
confronted by seemingly credible
and unrebutted legal argument.
In our case, the university attorney argued that the omission of due
process language is “not a significant
change” and yields a document that
is from “a legal perspective more
sound.” But this argument was
premised upon a logical fallacy. Once
the fallacy is exposed, the argument
fails.
The attorney argued that the
administration’s proposed policy
would provide more procedural protections by specifying that the procedures must be followed than it
would by merely invoking the
words “due process.”
Due process, the university
attorney concluded, adds no protection to an accused person’s rights.
But this reasoning sets out a false
dichotomy.
It is not true that we have to

choose between specifying procedural rights in a policy or adding
due process language to a policy.
Plainly, a person accused of scientific misconduct would, if rational,
want specific prodecural protections required in the policy as well
as the general umbrella of due
process protection.
Why is this general due process
protection needed? What does due
process language for faculty and
staff add that specific procedures,
by themselves, lack?
One answer came from an MTU
academic senator who tried to
counter the university attorney’s
anti-due process contentions. This
senator offered a hypothetical situation where all of the procedures
were scrupulously followed and the
person accused of misconduct was
found innocent at each level only to
be found guilty by the university
president.
The subsequent vote to drop the
due process language suggests that
many in the senate believed that
the courts could and would intervene in such a demonstrably unjust
situation.
Yet MTU’s attorney, when
pressed, conceded that an accused
individual in that hypothetical situation would have very little legal
recourse, 11 an admission that
demonstrates how unrealistic it is
to suppose that the courts can
stand guard in the background and
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University counsel continually asserted
that tenured faculty would receive due
process in any event.

right any wrongs that might occur.
Unless provision is made for due
process review in a policy itself, the
courts, on their own, won’t provide
any relief.

T

his point cannot be overemphasized: Any safeguards
that a university senate
desires for those it represents must
be clearly stated in the university’s
policies and procedures.
MTU’s scientific misconduct
policy, for example, appeared to
rule out a role for decision-makers
with conflicts of interest. But the
policy did not guarantee an impartial decision-maker, and there was
no mechanism for enforcement.
If there were due process language in the policy, and anyone
involved in the decision-making
process were demonstrably biased,
the courts might well have a basis
to rectify the wrong.
No one can say with certainty
when a court will or won’t rectify
an obvious injustice. What can be
said is that a wrongly accused
researcher would have a far better
chance of receiving a fair hearing if
a policies and procedures document
contains due process language.
During the MTU debate, university counsel continually asserted that tenured faculty would
receive due process in any event.
But it is not at all certain what this
guarantee might mean in real life.

Would it apply to disciplinary matters short of dismissal? Likely not.
Courts, for instance, have ruled
that a reprimand resulting in
injury to reputation is not redressable under tenure procedures.12 A
faculty member could well face discipline without receiving a fair and
impartial hearing so long as the
university’s tenure documents were
not otherwise violated.
But a reprimand for a scientist
is more serious than the courts
have allowed.
When a scientist is reprimanded, she stands to lose not
only her reputation, but also her
opportunities for future employment. . . Given the intensely
competitive nature of science
funding, damage to reputation is
constructive disbarment. This is
because scientific research
depends on public funding to an
unprecedented degree. Elizabeth
Howard, supra, at 341-42.13
In the same vein a Comment in
the San Diego Law Review argues:
“Because a scientist’s career may
be destroyed by a finding that misconduct was committed, it has been
suggested that a high degree of due
process in the investigation is in
order.”14
The university's attorney
argued that MTU’s Scientific Misconduct Policy contained more elaborate procedures than does a due
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Colleagues without tenure may well be
at the mercy of senior researchers and
administrators.

process clause alone, but the only
way to ensure full due process is to
explicitly provide for it. In any
event, the point is to have both.
Quite tellingly, the MTU policy
and procedures document, upon
closer inspeaction, appeared to
have several serious deficiencies. It
lacked a cross-examination provision and the right to a public hearing. Any university scientific misconduct policy, however complete, is
likely to have similar deficiencies.
It is, after all, humanly impossible to anticipate all the possible
specific procedural protections that
a policy should explicitly address, a
key reason why including broad
“due process” language is so important.
Much of the vagueness in the
U.S. Bill of Rights exists for the
same reason. The founders of the
Constitution understood clearly
that all protections cannot be
expressly set out once and for all.
We must rely on the common
shared understanding of broad
terms such as “equal protection”
and “unreasonable searches and
seizures” to make certain we do not
omit important rights in our zeal to
spell out everything.
Note, too, that while denying
access to the courts invites abuse,
the argument that allowing access
to the courts will open the floodgates to “junk science” and abusive
lawsuits has not been borne out by

the evidence. 15 Similarly, due
process protections will only come
into play when there is a strong
argument that an injustice has
occurred. The economics of litigation insures that most people will
be unlikely to proceed without at
least a substantial possibility of
success.

S

lippery slope arguments, such
as those raised by university
counsel that due process
would lead to a flood of frivolous litigation, are always suspect. The
burden is on the proponent of such
arguments to provide evidence that
supports their slippery slope
charges,16 and university counsel
failed to do so.
Looking at this another way, it
is not at all clear that a faculty
member with tenure who is
chargedwith scientific misconduct
would be provided due process even
when there is a due process right in
the university’s tenure code.
Suppose your worst enemy—
who did not otherwise have a conflict of interest beyond intense dislike for you—headed the committee
that had found you guilty of scientific misconduct.
Suppose that, as a tenured faculty member, you were now facing a
tenure hearing on dismissal. One
would expect the university's
lawyer to argue on behalf of the
university that you already had
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To some extent, due process operates
as a roving ombudsman with power
to correct blatant injustices.

been found guilty of serious misconduct and that you could not
“relitigate the issue.” And that
argument could indeed prevail in
the courts.
In other words, you might well
lose your job, even though tenured,
simply because due process language is lacking in the scientific
misconduct policy and procedures
document.
The consequences for anyone
without tenure are even more serious. These colleagues may well be
at the mercy of senior researchers
and administrators.

S

uppose a senior person, with
large grants and a politically
powerful base in the university, were to take a dislike to a particular junior colleague. In the
absence of due process language,
how likely is it that this colleague
would get a fair misconduct hearing? Or redress in the courts if the
hearing is unfair?
The case of Herbert L. Needleman, a medical doctor, provides a
telling example of the necessity for
due process guarantees. 17 Dr.
Needleman tracked lead poisoning
in inner city children. Scientists
employed by the lead industry
attacked him viciously for many
years and ultimately provoked an
entirely spurious charge of scientific misconduct.
Dr. Needleman was forced to

fight just for the right to a public
hearing. Once he won the public
hearing, his accusers curtailed
their offensive against him. Needleman was exonerated, and his work
is now regarded as of the highest
quality. He concludes that “Once an
inquiry or investigation has begun,
it should operate under formal
principles of due proces.”
The most detailed procedures
are worthless if not scrupulously
adhered to. Language requiring
that the procedures of a scientific
misconduct policy be scrupulously
followed notwithstanding, due
process language can better guarantee that appropriate procedures
are, in fact, followed. The full content of due process cannot be adequately captured by any set of procedures.
To some extent due process
operates as a roving ombudsman
with power to correct blatant injustices not otherwise adequately captured by specific rules. As Elizabeth
Howard points out:
A charge of misconduct
endangers the reputation and
grant-obtaining ability of the
professional scientist. Subjecting a scientist to misconduct
proceedings without the benefit
of due process protections both
violates her constitutional rights
and runs directly counter to the
public interest. Due process protections must be provided to
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When our notion of fundamental
fairness expands, a university’s
policies should expand with it.

minimize the chilling effect of
misconduct regulations on a scientist's willingness to pursue
experimental research, and to
maximize the ability of a factfinding body to determine
whether research is fraudulent.18
In her conclusion, Howard
notes: “To ensure fairness and promote efficiency, the best approach is
to provide due process protection in
every instance of alleged misconduct that merits investigation.”19

I

t is true that no one knows the
precise contours of due process.
But the notion of due process
does provide protection against the
worst abuses of power and may, in
certain circumstances, open access
to the courts. Due process guarantees are not a panacea, but they do
add significant protection to the
innocent and are most definitely in
the interests of faculty and staff
engaged in scientific research.
One supposed reason for rejecting due process language in MTU’s
scientific misconduct policy
revolved around a litany of fanciful
and undesirable consequences that
might ensue because of its inclusion.
But each of these supposed consequences, one senator pointed out
during the senate debate on this
issue, could be addressed by specific limiting language.

One example: The improbable
scenario of students protesting a
grade and using the scientific misconduct policy to somehow create a
property right that did not otherwise exist could be addressed by
specific language eliminating such
possible grounds.
Similarly, if the senate were
concerned that non-tenured
researchers might acquire a property right they otherwise did not
have, the policy could include limiting language to prevent this eventuality. Although as a body that
represents employees it is difficult
to see why a university senate
would do this.
The university attorney also
failed to inform the senate that the
probability of a student suceeding
in a lawsuit over a bad grade would
be close to nil, regardless of
whether such limiting language
was used. Of course, anyone can
make an argument; the challenge is
to make the argument succeed in
court.
Removing due process language
from scientific misconduct policy
documents, we have tried to show,
would have serious and profound
implications for researchers, leaving some with no more than the
minimal employment rights granted by tenure. The situation for
untenured individuals would be
even more tenuous.
Many higher education institu-
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tions do, in fact, use due process
language in their scientific or academic misconduct policies. That
these institutions continue to
thrive undermines the slipperyslope argument on the consequences that would arise from
retaining due process language.20
In her arguments during the
MTU debate, the university counsel
made the somewhat curious point
that even the United States
Supreme Court doesn’t always
know what due process means. It
appears that this lawyer believes
that there should be one unchanging concept called due process that
courts somehow find and then
mechanistically apply. This mechanistic, formalistic, and static view
of the law fails to appreciate the
changing and dynamic nature of
due process.
Due process is not static. It
changes with the Supreme Court,
which, in turn, crudely reflects, and
shapes, changing notions of justice
in our society. Because due process
changes, it is not possible to pigeonhole it. We cannot give a definition
that will suffice over time. But we
can show that due process has generally provided increased protection.
It is in the interests of those a
university senate represents to
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